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Spinning Charged R i n g Mode l of Electron
[Yielding Anomalous Magnetic Momen t

by David L. Bergman, Ph.D.
207 Crystal Court, Nioeville, FL 32578

and J. Paul Wesley, Ph.D.
Weiha-dammstrsue 24, 7712 Blumberg, West Germany

‘Sunnnu'y:A1miforml spinningringisproposedasamodelfortheelectron. Foury diarged
puameten,.the radius of the ring R, the half-thidmeu r, the total charge e,and the tangential
velocity c are chosen to y idd the four electron characta'istics, the mass m, the charge e, the spin
h/Z,and the magnetic moment I “ . The model is completely stable under electromagnetic forces
alone. The twice classical value for the gyromagnetic ratio is explained. The size of the electron
equals the rationalised Compton wavelength, and the frequency of rotation equak the Compton
frequency. The modelyields to a higher order approximation the momalous magnetic moment in
agreement with observation.

Introduction
Ever since discovery of the electron in the nineteenth

century, a major goal of physics has been to find an electron
model that accounts for the physicalproperties observed and
measured with ever increasing precision. Early models pro‑
posed by Abraham [1] and Lorentz [2] provided a physical
picture of the electron but could not satisfactorily account
for some electricalproperties. Later modelssuch asthe Dirac
point model [3 and the quantum mechanical model have
been confo to experimental data; yet, these mathemati‑
cal models haveonly tenuous links to a mechanical and phy‑
sical structure that is the persuit of physics (the study of the
physicalnature and properties of the universe). The need for
agbszttir electron model is stated by Ivan Sellin who wrote in
1 t at '

Rb (J=c/R

Fig. 1. The spinning ring model of the electron.

“ . . . a good theory of electron structure still is
lacking... There is still no enerally accepted
explanation for why electrons 0 not explode un‑
der the tremendous Coulomb repulsion forces in an
object of small size. Estimates of the amount of
energy required to ‘assemble’ an electron are very
large indeed. Electron structure is an unsolved
mystery, but so is the structure of most other el‑
emtary objects in nature, such as protons [and]
neutrons. . . ” [4].

Early models of the electron [1,2] were not realistic, pri‑
marily because they did not take into account the spin and
magnetic moment of the electron. All of the models proposed
sofar have had to assume ad hoc non-electroma netic forces
to hold the model together. The model propose here is the
first model ever- proposed that is completely stable under
electromagnetic forces alone; the model does not radiate.

The Model and Some of its Consequences
An electron is assumed to be a uniform surface charge

density a that forms a ring of radius R and half-thickness
r spinning about the axis of symmetry with the angular ve‑
locity w = c/R, asshown in Figure 1. The uniform surface
charge density over the ring a' must be chosen to yield the
total charge e; thus,

e = A0 = 4120712 (1)

where A = (21rr)(2a'R) is the surface area when r < R.
The mass of_ the electron is obtained from the classi‑

cal electromagnetlc energy of the arged spinning r i n g and
mass-energy equivalence. The total electromagnetic energy
of the spinning ring E,, is given by the electrostatic energy,

e2
Es = _E; (2)

where C is the capacitance of the spinning ring, plus the
magnetostatic energy,

LI 2Em= ‐2‐' (3)

where L is the self inductance of the spinning ring, and the
current I is cw cc

I  =  ‐  =  ‐ ‐
21r 27rR (4)

For the thin ring where r <2R, it may beshown [5,6,7] that
the capacitance and inductance have the values
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Equations (2) through (6) yield equipartition of electric

and magnetic energies stich that

22 ‐ ~ _ _e___me /2 _ E42a: Em ~ E, _ 81,6012 113(812/1') (7)

lThe model does not radiate as the some , the surface
charge density 0' and the surface current density ac/21rR,
are constant and do not change with time. When “charges
occupy the entire circle continuously, then . . . the total radi‑
ation field will vanish . . .; this implies that a continuous ring
current will not radiate . . . ”[8].

The tangential speed c of the spinning ring does not
violate any principle. The ring is not a material ring, sono
matter or mass is traveling with the speed c. Actually the
velocity may be regarded asnecessarily c, because the model
may be viewed as consisting of electric and magnetic fields
only; and electromagnetic fields necessarily propagate with
the velocity c in a vacuum.

Stability of the Model as a Function of the Half‑
thickness of the Ring

The essential weakness of prior models of the electron
has been that forces of unknown origin have to bepostulated

' ad hoc to hold the electron together against electrostatic
repulsion. In contrast, the present model is completely stable
under the action of classicalelectromagnetic forces alone, and
no forces of unknown origin have to be postulated.

The magnetic force on the thickness of the ring pro‑
duces an inward directed pressure .Pm, or “pinch” force,
F = qv x B; thus,

Pm=‘ ‐0’vB (8)
where B is the magnetic field at the surface of the thickness
due to the spinning of the charged ring. Here the surface
charge 0 moves with the velocity v = c, sothe pinch pressure
becomes

P m= ‐o c B (9)
Integrating the line integralof B around the thickness yields,
according to the inappropriately named “Ampere integral
law,”

27rrB = #01 (1)0
Using equation (4), the magnetic field at the thickness

ebecomes

= 4196.,ch (1)1
Fromequations (1), (9), and (11) the magnetostatic pressure
on the thickness is then given by

62 32P m  =  _ ‐ ‐ _  =  - ‐161I'4c,,r2R2 no (1)2

The latter result, varying as32/110, is the well known inward
directed magnetostatic stress of the field.

The electrostatic repulsiveforce F = qE on the thickness
gf the ring produces an outward pressure or tension Pegiven

y
PC= +a'E (13)
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where E is the electric field at the surface of the thickness.
From Gauss’s law and equation (1), the electric field at the
surface of the thickness is

a e= ‐ =- ‐ ‐ 1 4E 6,, 41rzcorR ( )

Combining equations (13) and (14), the electrostatic outward
directed tension or pressure becomes

62
P‘ = isreorm? = coEz (15)

The latter result, varying aseoEz, is the well known electro‑
static stress or tension of the field. _~.

Comparing equations (12) and (15), it is seen that the
outward electrostatic repulsive pressure is balanced exactly
by the inward magnostatic pressure or pinch; thus,

P.3 = -‐Pm (16)

The thickness of the rin thus holds itself together in equi‑
librium under classical eectrical and magnetic forces alone.

Stability of the Model asa Function of the Radius
of the-Ring

In addition to the stability of the thickness involving 1-,
the ring as a closed current loop of radius R is also stable
under classical electric and magnetic forces alone. To discuss
the stability of the ring as a function of R, it is necessary
to use the fundamental Weber [9] electrodynamics as gene‑
ralized by Wesley [10], which (unlike the Maxwell theory)
prescribes the force between two moving charges from the
outset. In particular, the force between two charges q at s
and (1’ at s’, separated by the distance S = s ‐s ’ with relative
velocity V = v ‐- v’ is '

41reoc2F = (qq'S/S3) x
3(V »S)2 JV

2.92 + 5 dt ] (17)
The outward force fe per unit length of the ring qub due

to electrostatic repulsion (thefirst term in the bracket on the
right of equation (17)) may be obtained by considering the
change in electrostatic energy when the ring is enlarged from
R to R + dR. From equations (2) and (7), this electrostatic
repulsion per unit length becomes

_ 0[q2/2C] ~ e2 ln(8R/r)f‘ ‘ 6R" (we) 12% (18)

[c2 + V2 ‑

Similarly the force fm per unit len th of the ring of ra‑
dius R due to magnetostatic forces may e obtained by coun‑
sidering the change in magnetostatic energy for an expansion
of the ring from R to R + dR. From equations (3) and (7)
this magnetostatic repulsive force per unit length becomes

_ 6(LIz/2) e2 ln(8R/r)
'fm ‐ 5R ~ 81r260 R2 _ f6 (19)

The fact that the force fm is outward may be seen from the
fact that the pinch force on the thickness is slightly greater
on, the inside of the thickness than on the outside of the
thickness, the magnetic field being slightly stronger ins1de
then outside. From equations (18) and (19), the net outward
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force on the ring per unit length due to the electrostatic and
magnetostatic effects is

e2 ln(8R/r)
41r2coR2

These forces arise from the first, second and third terms in
the bracket on the right side of equation (17).

The effect of the last term in the bracket on the right of
equation (17) may be obtained by noting that for r = 0 (an
approximation that is justified, as r < R) the model gives

f= fe+ fm~ (20)

S.dV/dt=(s-s ' ) - (%”%)
= ‐2R2w2[1-‐ c05(¢ ‐ ¢')l (21)

where 4: is the angular position of q and 45' is the angular
position of q’ and both charges are fixed at the same radial
distance R with the same angular velocity (.4 = d)= (15’. The
situation is symmetric about the axis of symmetry of the
ring, soaveraging the angle (4)‐ 45’) over the ring yields zero
for the cosine part of equation (21); and

(s -dV/dt)¢ = ‐2R2 2= ‐2c2 (22)
Substituting this result (22) into equation (17) shows

that the effect of the acceleration term is just twice that of
the electrostatic force and is in the opposite direction. Thus
the acceleration force per unit length fa is directed inward
and is given by

for = "2fe (23)
From the equality of the electrostatic and ma netostatic
forces, it may be seen that the total force of e ectromag‑
netic origin on the ring from equations (20) and (23) is zero;
thus, .

fa+fe+fm=0 (24)
The ring is, thus, in equilibrium under classical electromag‑
netic forces alone, for the ring dimension R, aswell asfor the
thickness dimension 1'. The spinning ringis completely stable
because the forces upon it are in equilibrium, and its charge
and current distributions do not vary with time. According
to Maxwell theory, no radiation is possible; and without any
means of losing energy, the ring retains its electromagnetic
energy and shape.

The Natural Frequency and Size of the Ring
Still another way to see that the speed of the ring c is

actually merely the velocity of an electromagnetic field is to
consider the spinning ring as an LC-circuit. The resonant
frequency of an LC-circuit with a standing electromagnetic
field of velocity c is

21r= 25“ L C m ( )

From equations (5) and (6) this gives

21m 2 (26)
WLC = \/41r2R2 = R

The Compton frequency is often associated with an elec‑
tron. It is given by the Planck frequency condition where the
energy is taken as the rest energy of the electron; thus,

2
( d c = T (27)
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Equating the natural resonant LC‐frequen'cy of the model
c h , equation (26), with the Compton frequency wc, equa‑
tion (27), yields

m = we ’12 = ‐‐ (28)
The radius R of the ring equals the rationalized Compton
wavelength, 3.86 x 10"13 meters. Previous estimates of the
electron size have been both larger and smaller. Quantum
theory is generally assumed to specify a large smeared out
distribution of mass and charge which can be on the or ‑
der of atomic dimensions‐about 10"10 meters. A vastly
smaller estimate of ~ 10‘ ” meters was recently published
[11]; this is even smaller than the size of a proton. Yet the
electron’s magnetic moment is known to eirceed the proton’s,
and equation (29) requires a.larger.electron size for reason‑
able estimates of charge rotations. Modern atomic models
assign small protons to the nucleus and larger electrons to
the volume surrounding the nucleus.

The Magnetic Moment of the Electron
The magnetic moment of the model to the first appro‑

ximation, using equation (4) is given by

«Rzew ceR
[1e E A’ I = 21r = T (29)

where A' is the area of the current loop A’ = «R2. From
equation (28) for R as the Compton wavelength, the model
yields the magnetic moment to the first approximation as

ya = -‐ E #3 (30)

where pB is the Bohr magneton. This fits the observed value
to about 3 or 4 places. A closer approximation that includes
the so-called anomalous magnetic moment is derived below.

Electron Spin
Evans states [12] “Empirically, it was necessary to

assume that each electron possesses an intrinsic angular mo ‑
mentum, in addition to its usual orbital angular momentum,
as though it were a spinning rigid body. The observable
magnitude of this spin angular momentum is h/2.” This
magnitude of the angular momentum of spin

h
P: ‐ '5 (31)

should be identified with the free electron and should not be
confused with the s p i n of an electron bound in an atom and
coupled to other atomic particles.

The angular momentumof a free electron depends upon
its magnetostatic energy only and not upon its electrostatic
energy, since only moving charge will produce momentum.
A charged non-spinning ring would have electrostatic energy,
but no angular momentum. The spinning ring has the tan‑
gential velocity c, so that the spin angular momentum is

p. = mmcR (32)
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where
. m _ £72 a, s ~ 2

"‘ ‘ c2 2c2 " 2
is the mass equivalent of the magnetostatic energy, asgiven
by equations (3) and (7). ~

The fact that only magnetostatic mass mm is involved
and the magnetostatic mass is one-half the total mass of the
electron means that the angular momentum of the electron
p , , as given by equation (32), is only one-half the amount
that would be associated with an ordinary spinning macro‑
scopic body. This spinning ringmodel then explains why the
electron has a gyromagnetic ratio )1./p, twice:aslarge asthe
classical ratio e/ 2m, or from equations (30) and (31)

(33)

"°=2L
P. 2m (34)

Fromequations (7), (28), (32), and (33), the spin of the
electron according to t e proposed model becomes

_ _e_’_
p. _ Swzcoc ln(8R/r) = Z23 (35)

If R = h/mc is the Compton wavelength, then the half‑
‘thickness r is to be chosen such that

1n(8R/r) = 1r/a (36)

where a = e2/41rcoch is the fine structure constant, and

r = 8Rexp(‐-‘n'/a) as0 (37)

The value of r is sosmall that it can be ignored except where
a singularity might otherwise arise.

Anomalous Magnetic Moment
To the first approximation, the spinning ring model of

the electron yields oneBohr magneton for the magnetic mo ‑
ment of the electron, equation (30), in agreement with ob‑
servations to 3 or 4 places. A more accurate expression is
obtained by using a better value for the self inductance L’
of the spinning ring. Instead of the second of equations (6),
a more accurate expression for the self inductance is

L’ = poR'fln(8R'/r')‐2] x )uoR’ln(8R'/r’)(1‐2a/7r) (38)

where the approximation involves setting ln(8R’/ 1") = 1r/a,
as given by equation (36) and a = e2/41reoch z 1/137, and
where the radius of the ring R’ and the half-thickness r’ are
to be determined anew.

The more accurate expression (38) reveals that the mag‑
netostatic energy is slightly less than the electrostatic energy,
leading to more accurate rin parameters. The relevant re‑
lations that must be satisfie by appropriate choices of the
parameters R’, r ’, and w’ are:
angular frequency: w’ = c’/ R’ (39)
current: I’ = ew’/ 21r = ec’/21rR’ (40)

magnetostatic energy: E:,, = L’ I '2/2 .
= (e2/81r2c’,,R’)(c’/c)2ln(8R’/r’)(1‐ 2a/1r) (41)

electrostatic energy: E; = (oz/81rzcoR’)ln(8R’/r’) (42)
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{nc’R’ = E;,,c’R’/c2 = 13/2 (43)

(44)

(45)

angular momentum: p’, =
E,=E;+E,',, =mc2
p’ = 1rR’2I’ = (ceR’/2)(c’/c)

From Lenz’ law, it may be assumed that the physical
system will adjust so that changes in the parameters from
the first approximation will be assmall as possrble. It may
be assumed that the ma nitude of the change in magneto‑
static energy will equal the magnitude of the change in the
electrostatic energy from symmetry; thus,

total energy:

magnetic moment:

IE; - Eel = IE1» - Eml (46)
Using these conditions, the radius of the spinning ring

R need not be changed from the first approximation; thus,

R’ = R = 1‘. (47)
me

Only the angular frequency w’ and the half-thickness 1"need
to be chosen anew such that

w’ = w(1+ a/27r) = (mcz/h)(1+ cit/271’)

ln(8R/r’) = ln(8R/r)(1+ a/21r) = 1r/a+ 1/2 (48)
The new half-thickness r’ then becomes

,_ .81 - (:3_ 1) ~r_mcexp a 2 ~0 (49)

From equation (39), the new tangential velocity of the ring
c’ becomes greater than the former r im velocity c; thus,

c’ = c(1+ a/21r) (50)

The new tan ential velocity of the ring is exactly equal to
the speed of ight which may be shown by calculating the
condition for dimensional stability of the ring using the ex‑
act equation for inductance. Equation (50) indicates that
the first approximation of tangential velocity (labeled c) is
actually slightly less than the speed of light. Substituting
equations (47), (48) and (50) into (41) and (42), the new
magnetostatic and electrostatic energies become

15;, = ,,,(1‐ oz/21r) E; = E,(1+ a/21r) (51)
which are seen to conserve energy from equations (7) and
(44) and also the symmetry condition (46). Susbstituting
the first of equations (51) and (47) into (43), it is seen that
the angular momentum of spin p, is conserved as h/ 2. Sub‑
stituting equations (47) and (50) into (45), the more exact
magnetic moment becomes

I"; = Ile(1+oz/21r) = (eh/2m)(1+a/27r) (52)
The anomalous magnetic moment is then given by

y'e/pe ‐ 1= a/21r = 0.0011613 --- (53)
which agrees with the observations to 6 or 7 places. Con‑
sidering the gyromagnetic ratio [J’s/pf, from equations (43)
and (52), it is seen to possess the same anomaly a/27r as the
magnetic moment.
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Higher order approximations for the magnetic moment
of the eectron can be obtained by considering still more ac‑
curate expressions for the capacitance and self inductance of
the spinning ring.
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EDITOR ’S N O T E

The authors and the reviewer of this paper failed to resolve the
following issue, which is left to the reader:

The reviewer objected to the claim of stability, which is not
merely a zero net force, but means the ability to return to the original
state after a perturbing force first changes it and is then withdrawn.
The reviewer required a proof of the claim, such as a minimum of
energy in the state claimed to be stable.

The authors, on the other hand, felt that unstable or neu‑
tral equilibrium situations actually occur rarely in real situations in
physics, and that it is not worth disussing the question in terms of
the Bergmanmodel. For the asymptotic solutions considered the equi‑
librium is clearly neutral, f(electrostatic) = ‐-f(Weber) ocl/Rz, for
all R. But, claim the authors, the exact expressions for the induc‑
tance L and the capacitance C will certainly show a stable equilibrium
value for R, which yields the observed mass of the electron asthe elec‑
trostatic plus the magnetostatic energy.


